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Motivation

• Financial liberalization brings higher growth but frequent banking crisis

• Ranciere, Tornell, Westermann (2008), Laeven & Valencia (2008, 2013, 2018)

• The supply side of  credit well documented 

• Demand side of  credit remains largely hidden

• Evidence from the GFC shows credit allocated to the large degree into 

complex web of  companies; business groups (SIC, 2010) as well as CLOs, 

CDOs



Literature on Business Groups

• The role of  the financial network linked through equity stakes (business 
groups) 

– Efficiency enhancing during economic development - Khanna & Yafeh (2007) 

– Risk management Allan & Gale, (2000), Freixas, Parigi & Rochet, (2000), Berle and 
Means (1932) and Graham and Dodd (1934), Casey(2015)

– Rent extraction – Middle Income Trap: Morck, et al. (2005)

– Tunneling Johnson, La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes and Shleifer (2000) , Almeida and 
Wolfenzon (2006)

– Used as dumpsters to offload toxic assets, Bertrand, Mehta & Mullainathan (2002)

– Tax optimization, Beuselinck and Deloof (2014)

– Market power, Azar, Schmalz & Tecu (2018)

– Credit enhancement vehicles & Moral hazard,, Johnsen & Zheng (2019)

• Leads to the questioning of  pricing practices and credit risk assessment, SIC 
(2010)



Hence, we ask:

Compared to stand alone firms, how does business group affiliation affect

group-affiliated firms’

1. likelihood of  financial distress, 

2. likelihood of  debt write off   

3. cost of  capital

4. level of  leverage?

Are business owners motivated by the promise of  a government bail-out to 

take on higher leverage through the business group structure? 

Identified through a quasi natural experiment with exogenous shocks to 

bailout expectations in Iceland 2008-2015 using firm level data (CreditInfo) 

and how it affected lending practices to group affiliated firms.



Main findings

Compared to stand alone firms, group affiliated firms are:

– more likely to experience financial distress

- bailout expectations present:

- pay lower interest 

- more leveraged 

- bailout expectations absent: 

- still pay lower interest but the spread is much smaller

- mixed difference in leverage – ambiguous D/S effect

– just as likely to receive a write off



Why is this paper important?

First paper that puts forward the moral hazard motive for business group 

formation

Implications if  true:

1) Group-affiliated firms’ higher profitability may also arise from cheaper 

financing 

1) Although cheaper financing can be incentive compatible, the funding of  the 

financial network imposes a negative externality on taxpayers

2) Given the higher probability of  distress, bankers should not be dazzled by 

the group affiliation status when pricing credit to group affiliated firms

3) Inequality?



Data

• CreditInfo rating agency in Iceland – set to open this database

– The authors got a temporary proprietary access 2016-2019

• Firm level cross sectional time series panel 2008-2015

• Annual financial statements of  all firms and shareholder ownership

• 201.674 observations

• Crisis period data

• Construct ownership variables of  group affiliated firms with >20% 

ownership stake in another firm, or owning multiple firms:

1) in the ownership of  an individual

2) in the ownership of  another firm

3) in the ownership of  a holding company

4) Firm is a holding company with 20% or larger stake in multiple firms

• Base case: Stand-alone firms





Empirical challenges

• Ownership data is rarely available for the universe of  firms in one or more 
countries

• Exogenous shocks are hard to come by that have the same impact on all 
firms

• Business groups hard to identify – we use type of  group affiliation status

– Owned by:

• A another firm

• An individual 

• A holding company

– Is a holding company

• Diff-in-diff  not possible as we only have one period prior to crisis





Giant component



Stories from the Pre-Crash Era

• Web of  firms became increasingly complex
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Identification Strategy
• Quasi-natural experiment

• Exogenous shock to 

bailout believes during the 

Icelandic Banking Crisis in 

2008-2010:

- Ex ante banks hoped for 

government bailing out 

business groups or banks
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-But instead it refused to bail out banks, 

but forced them to bail out businesses and 

write off  unsustainable debt  – credit 

risk remained by those who took it
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Results 1

P(distress)

P(write off) 



Results 2
Price of  capital
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Result 3

Leverage (q)



Fixed effects interpretation

• Were business tycoons affected by the non-bailout event when deciding on 
affiliation structure?

• Holding company dummy measures the effect of  holding an additional child

• Dummy turned OFF = 0 (1->0)

– Deleveraging story

• Dummy turned ON = 1 (0->1)  

– Tycoons emboldened 

They are widening their network

- Too interconnected to fail

Firm has >1 child at 

beginning of  period

Firm dropped all but 

1 child at end of  

period

Firm has 1 child at 

beginning of  period

Firm acquired 

additional child at 

end of  period



Results 4
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Results 5 
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Robustness checks 

– actively acquiring

firms (r)



Robustness checks 

– actively acquiring

firms (q)



Finally….

• We manage to show a signal of  moral hazard being present –

– We only have a proxy for interest rates

– for causal identification we need loan level data (never going to happen?)

• Bankers raise their price on credit to business groups as they 
realize the heightened risk when they can no longer rely on a 
bailout

• Business group owners may, however be emboldened by the write 
off  program – which would call for a rightward shift in demand, if  
there were any

• Alternative stories would need to support the bailout anticipation



All we can say responsibly..

• Banks underestimate the risk on loans that they extend to the 

group affiliated firms prior to crisis

• The probability of  financial distress is higher for group 

affiliated firms

• Group affiliated firms paid significantly lower interest than 

stand alone firms – and they still do – but the spread has 

decreased after bailout promise was abolished

• This mispricing is particularly acute for firms that hold 

multiple other firms and those affiliated to a individual


